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We’ve got the power! 
Choice-Based Analysis consists of a number of powerful techniques that derive their 
strength from how closely they simulate the choices and trade-offs consumers make 
during the buying process. These research techniques are extremely effective in 
replicating the purchase decision-making process, whether your customers are buying 
online or standing in front of a store shelf.  

While there are many techniques, the common thread is that each exposes various 
product configurations or attributes to consumers who are asked to make trade-
offs – just like in the real world. By forcing comparisons between product attributes, 
these techniques help to reveal the desirability consumers ascribe to different product 
characteristics and the interactions between characteristics. Technology enables us 
to present respondents with complex tasks, but in a simplified manner, providing the 
information needed to make better marketing decisions overall.

Given its flexibility, the quality of the respondent experience, and superior insights, 
Choice-Based Analysis techniques are a valuable tool for the marketing research 
community. In fact, we believe they are the best way to quantitatively optimize a 
product or force discrimination among a set of attributes.

This publication will provide a basic understanding of the most widely used Choice-
Based techniques and their suitable applications. Keep it handy as a reference or…

Call RTi to discuss how to harness the power  
of Choice-Based Analysis in your research. 203-324-2420

INTRODUCTION

The Power of  Choice-Based Research
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 CHOICE-BASED  
 TECHNIQUE

 
UNIQUE FEATURES

 
IDEAL WHEN YOU NEED TO…

 MaxDiff Provides a forced hierarchy of items, 
but also considers the degree to which 
preferred items are preferred

Uncover the hierarchy of consumer 
appeal of a series of anything (e.g., 
features or benefits, flavors, ideas,  
or messages)

 Discrete Choice Provides learning as to the importance 
of various product attributes and 
allows the user to simulate Shares 
of Preference for the products that 
comprise the competitive arena

Optimize a set of product/service 
features and benefits within the 
context of a competitive framework 
(where price can be a variable)

 Adaptive  
 Discrete Choice

Takes Discrete Choice a step further, 
in that it can handle complex pricing 
(such as component pricing)

Account for complexity or magnitude 
in your optimization research 
(complex pricing scenarios, large 
number of attributes, or large number 
of levels within attributes)

 Menu-Based  
 Choice

Is capable of handling individual  
items or bundles of items (such as 
à la carte vs. value meals on a fast 
food restaurant menu board)

Allow consumers the opportunity  
to “build their own” products to 
simulate actual decision process and 
buying experience

 Adaptive Conjoint Provides insight into the importance 
of various product attributes  
and allows the user to simulate 
Purchase Likelihood for individual 
product constructs or Share of 
Preference for a product within a 
competitive framework

Optimize a product and/or 
understand competitive strengths 
and weaknesses; well suited for CPG 
or durable goods where physical 
attributes (like taste, color, or 
packaging) are critical decision drivers

Choice-Based techniques are not all created equal. Over time, 
different techniques have evolved to address specific research needs 
and address shortcomings of their predecessors. In this publication, 
we profile some of the more commonly used techniques, each of 
which can serve an important role in the researcher’s toolkit. The 
appropriate method(s) for a particular initiative depends on the 
learning objectives, as well as the consumer decision process when 
considering or purchasing the product or service. 

Here’s a snapshot of each technique we’ll be covering, what makes 
each unique, and an example scenario in which you’d want to use it:

Not sure which techniqye fits your project? 
Contact RTi for help. 203-324-2420

WHICH TECHNIQUE WHEN?
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To point you in the right direction and arm you with the foundation 
you’ll need, we profile several Choice-Based decision techniques in this 
publication. For each technique, we also provide our perspective on its 
popularity and usage.

Maximum Difference Scaling (MaxDiff) –  
Hot and Getting Hotter!
MaxDiff (best-worst) scaling is a trade-off technique used for uncovering 
the underlying hierarchy of importance or preference among multiple 
items, such as brands, flavors, product features or benefits, and 
advertising claims. Any time you are considering using a rating scale, 
ranking scale, or constant sum for multiple items, MaxDiff can be a better 
option as it guarantees discrimination among the items being tested. For 
that reason, MaxDiff is also viewed by many as a good replacement for 
traditional TURF analysis, which often doesn’t provide the discrimination 
necessary for confident decision making.

The MaxDiff questioning sequence exposes respondents to a series of 
sets of items/attributes, and for each set, asks respondents to choose 
“the best” and “the worst.” In doing so, consumers are essentially 
forced to trade-off the items for one another. Sets of items are “mixed 
and matched” in a pre-determined scientific way so that the resulting 
hierarchy model is robust.

 
DISADVANTAGES

Takes longer for respondents to complete 
than standard rating scales, which may result in 
longer surveys

Because trade-offs are forced, it is possible to 
overstate the existence of discrimination

Because the resulting scores are reported as 
averages or sometimes indices, they may be 
less familiar and require more explanation than 
the percentages marketers are accustomed  
to seeing

 
ADVANTAGES

More discriminating than traditional rating 
scales because it forces respondents to choose 
between items

Utilizes ratio scaling, making it easy to 
understand and utilize the relationship between 
items (i.e., an item with a score of 50 is twice as 
strong as one with a score of 25) – think ruler 
instead of a thermometer!

Using specialized “anchoring techniques,” we 
can add an absolute dimension to the analysis 
and make valid comparisons between projects 
conducted at different times

CHOICE-BASED TECHNIQUES: 
WHAT’S HOT, WHAT’S NOT?

The Power of  Choice-Based Research
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Discrete Choice – Hot
Discrete Choice analysis is the most widely used Choice-Based 
technique. During a Discrete Choice exercise (sometimes called 
Choice-Based Conjoint), survey respondents are exposed to 
several complete product configurations at once. The products 
vary in their specific attributes (where attributes can be any 
characteristic of the product from brand name to price to 
features and benefits). Consumers are asked to choose the 
product (or products in more complex models) they would be 
most apt to buy. Of course, they can also decide they wouldn’t 
buy any of the configurations shown. Similar to other conjoint 
methods, there is a scientific foundation to the “mixing and 
matching” of items shown to respondents to ensure a complete 
and robust analysis in the end.

Discrete Choice is used primarily to determine the optimal 
product configuration, usually within the context of a competitive 
set. The technique will also provide the relative importance of 
each attribute to the whole of the product.

Discrete Choice also provides the researcher the ability to  
model, and then calibrate, results to current market conditions. 
Not only can this make the results more understandable for 
marketers and other managers, but it is also an important step  
to take when different configurations tested (i.e., different 
brands) have markedly different levels of awareness or 
distribution in the market. 

 
DISADVANTAGES

Model is pre-built and doesn’t “learn” or 
adapt based on prior responses 

As a result of not being adaptive, large 
numbers of attributes can overwhelm the 
respondent which can negatively affect 
respondent engagement

 
ADVANTAGES

Very flexible – can handle many attributes  
and levels within attributes; attributes  
can be combined when displayed to 
respondents, and constraints can be used  
on individual attributes, so respondents  
only see realistic combinations

Models interactions between attributes  
(the effect on one variable as other variables 
change) – importantly, this provides the ability 
to develop individual demand curves  
(price vs. interest) for each price level tested

Permits the estimation of preference for both 
individual items and total product bundle

4
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Adaptive Discrete Choice – Getting Hotter 
A relatively new addition to the researchers’ toolbox, Adaptive 
Discrete Choice, employs a longer and more complex questioning 
sequence for the respondent than traditional Discrete Choice. 
However, as the technique “learns” from prior responses and adapts 
accordingly, most respondents find the experience more engaging, 
and thus, it is especially useful for very complex test configurations.

Adaptive Discrete Choice excels when the objective is to develop 
a pricing strategy. For example, Adaptive Discrete Choice uniquely 
provides the ability to price various components of a product 
separately (i.e., if testing a new cereal, whenever “organic grains” are 
included in the product bundle, the total price would be higher than 
bundles including non-GMO grains). Additionally, the method can 
accommodate different pricing for different brands and test across 
pre-determined pricing ranges to better understand elasticity.

As you might guess, the learning process adds time to the survey, 
but because more data is collected from each respondent, a smaller 
sample is required. For that reason, Adaptive Discrete Choice is 
often leveraged in Choice-Based research among hard to reach or 
expensive survey respondents. Physicians, certain B2B audiences, and 
highly targeted consumer groups are examples of where the savings 
generated by fewer interviews generally outweighs the higher cost of 
longer interviews.

 
DISADVANTAGES

Requires a longer interview which may impact 
the cost of the research

 
ADVANTAGES

By learning consumer preferences, provides 
an improved survey experience and better 
respondent engagement while obtaining  
richer data  

Richness of data collected from each 
respondent reduces the required sample size

Most closely simulates the respondent  
decision process

Handles complex pricing and attributes well

The Power of  Choice-Based Research
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Menu-Based Choice Analysis – Getting Hotter 
A relatively recent addition to the Choice-Based toolbox,  
Menu-Based Choice Analysis is an interesting niche technique. 
Its key differentiator is that it allows respondents to build their 
own products by selecting any combination of pre-bundled items 
or individual items. As its name implies, it’s generally used when 
consumers will be making their choices from menus of some sort, 
ultimately building their own product. Typical applications include:

• Optimizing menu choices at a Quick Serve Restaurant  
where customers can choose a meal bundle or select  
individual options

• Optimizing pricing on computer options and components  
where consumers have the ability to “build their own” by 
choosing from pre-set or individual options

While Menu-Based Choice Analysis is perfect for certain  
business needs, the sample size required is larger, and the  
analysis is generally more complex and more costly compared  
to other techniques.
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DISADVANTAGES

Effects of one attribute on another cannot 
be quantified, though are embedded in 
consumer response

Is not ideal when pricing is a primary objective

 
ADVANTAGES

Respondents evaluate individual levels for 
each attribute, so they become very familiar 
with them 

“Learns” respondent preferences, so  
choices presented are more meaningful  
to consumers

Accommodates actual “hands-on”  
product/stimuli

Can handle many attributes

The Power of  Choice-Based Research
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Adaptive Conjoint Analysis –  
For Select Circumstances   

Adaptive Conjoint Analysis was very popular in the 1990’s, but has 
significantly declined in usage since then. That said, the technique 
is especially useful when evaluating a product that requires careful 
consideration of the individual attributes. Because the questioning 
sequence focuses respondents on partial product profiles before 
exposing complete constructs, this technique is invaluable where 
physical product attributes, such as taste, package, or handling, need  
to be assessed as part of the total configuration.

Adaptive Conjoint Analysis can be expressed as either purchase 
likelihood or share of preference. 

When might this be the right tool? Examples could include: 

•   Your company is introducing a new offering and wants to       
 simultaneously evaluate product and marketing elements   
 to build a cohesive proposition

•  Your company is “inventing” a new category or has a  
 true innovation, and consumers need to immerse with  
 product elements

•  Your product’s share is eroding and you’re trying to  
 inform strategic decisions



You’ve got the power!

Choice-Based decision modeling techniques are powerful 

tools for understanding consumer preferences and 

behavior. Understanding each one, how and when it is best 

applied, and how the field is evolving will help you make 

the most of your Choice-Based toolkit.

Contact us to talk about putting Choice-Based decision  
techniques to work in your business. 203-324-2420

SUMMARY
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Every year, the popularity and use of Choice-Based research techniques grow 
among all types of researchers, for all types of marketing problems. The 
power and flexibility of these tools make them a favorite in every researcher’s 
toolkit. And, as they tend to do with all their favorite tools, researchers 
experiment and push the envelope to get the most they can. 

Here are some common questions we’ve been asked, along with solutions on 
how to get more out of your Choice-Based research:

Q:  How can I learn the “rationale” behind consumer preferences…  
the “why” behind the “what”? 

A:  After respondents have selected their preferred configuration as 
part of a Choice-Based technique, they can be asked to profile the 
preferred bundles (and those that are not preferred) against a series of 
adjectives. The result is an understanding of attitudinal differentiators 
between what’s preferred and what’s not. 

Q:  How can we accommodate an exceptionally long list of attributes 
without adversely affecting data quality? 

A:  We see longer and longer lists of attributes to be evaluated by 
consumers in MaxDiff exercises. But, we know that respondents can 
only look at so many screens, and surveys can only be so long. As a 
result, Marketing Scientists have developed special research designs 
to accommodate long lists that yield comparable results to traditional 
MaxDiff while minimizing respondent fatigue. Two such designs are: 

•  Express (also called Partial Block): respondents evaluate a  
pre-calculated subset of the total list of attributes 

•  Sparse: all respondents evaluate all attributes, but only one  
time each

Q:  Is there a way to facilitate the comparison of attributes across 
characteristics, that is, is the blue color of the beverage more 
appealing than the silver can it comes in?   

A:  This type of “cross-attribute” comparison is not recommended when 
using a traditional Discrete Choice technique. However, by “fusing” a 
special variation of MaxDiff with a traditional Discrete Choice, we can 
provide exactly these types of comparisons. To add this MaxDiff-type 
exercise, respondents are shown bundles of attributes that mimic 
what was shown during the Discrete Choice exercise and are asked 
to select the “most” and “least” appealing. This creates a common 
scale, thereby allowing the analyst to make comparisons that would 
otherwise not be advisable. 

Digging Deeper:

LEVERAGE YOUR  
CHOICE-BASED RESEARCH

The Power of  Choice-Based Research
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Q:  While it is important that we learn how our product would fare 
in the competitive arena from its Share of Preference, is there a 
means of obtaining a sense for how likely consumers would be to 
purchase it?

A:  Most of the Choice-Based simulators provide Share of Preference 
scores. To provide an estimate of purchase likelihood – an 
important indicator of potential success – we include a purchase 
intent question and then utilize advanced modeling to calibrate  
the results. 

Q:  Can a standard Discrete Choice exercise accommodate a large 
number of items or levels within an attribute or bucket?

A:  Yes, we can estimate respondent preferences through a MaxDiff 
exercise conducted prior to the Discrete Choice (in the same survey). 
We can then use those estimated preferences “on the fly” to bring 
only the 2 or 3 items that are most preferred and the 2 or 3 items that 
are least preferred into the Discrete Choice exercise. The results from 
the two exercises are then combined when the utilities are reported.

Q: How large a sample size should we use for a Discrete  
     Choice study?

A:  The following “back of the envelope” calculation can be used to 
obtain a preliminary sample size estimate for a Discrete Choice study:

NTC/L ≥ 500, where
 N  =  Number of respondents
 T   =  Number of tasks (Discrete Choice screens)
 C  =  Number of concepts (or alternatives) per task
 L   =  Largest number of levels for an attribute

Sample size would typically increase for considerations such as, 
complexity of the design (i.e., number of attributes, including items that 
should not be together in the same alternative), or the need for subgroup 
analyses. On the other hand, sample size may be reduced when target 
respondents are expensive or hard to find.

10
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Choice-Based Analysis replicates the purchase decision-making process for 
both online and offline purchases. By exposing respondents to different 
product configurations, researchers can reveal consumer reactions to 
individual attributes or features, as well as to product bundles, and the 
interaction between features that impact consumer choice.

Understanding what makes a product attractive to the consumer – and what 
makes the consumer decide to purchase it – is critical for effective product 
and brand management. However, there are two additionally important 
pieces of intelligence that Choice-Based research can deliver:

1.  Who will buy? Which customer segments find which product 
attributes and bundles most attractive?

2.  How much will they buy? The gap between preference and 
purchase can mean the success or failure of a product offering.

Enhancing Choice-Based research with segmentation analysis and 
volumetric forecasting can answer these questions and enable you  
to provide critical information to guide product and brand  
management decisions. 

BUILDING A SEGMENTATION MODEL

You can conduct a full segmentation analysis on Choice-Based data in 
much the same way you can with scalar attitudinal and behavioral data. It 
is more complicated to conduct, but there are tools for that. One powerful 
technique, Latent Class Segmentation (LCS), provides a statistic that 
helps to objectively identify the optimal segment solution, rather than 
relying solely on the researcher’s judgment. It is also the easiest and most 
straightforward method for the Choice-Based environment.   

Similar to typical segmentation, the key benefit of a Choice-Based 
segmentation is the ability to see and act upon the differences that exist 
between homogeneous groups in the marketplace. With that knowledge, 
you can:

•  Optimize a product line by creating different product offerings that 
appeal to different consumer segments

•  Determine whether and how a product offering can be modified to 
increase its appeal to multiple segments

• Profile, size, and prioritize potential market segments

•  Determine whether a niche product strategy might be feasible for a 
product that appeals to a relatively small group of respondents

•  Uncover interactions between items that would appeal to key 
consumer segments 

ENHANCING CHOICE-BASED 
RESEARCH TO MAKE  
BUSINESS DECISIONS

The Power of  Choice-Based Research
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Conducting a segmentation on Choice-Based data also protects against 
missing important opportunities. Perhaps a product offering is well liked 
by certain segments but disliked among others. On average, the product 
might not look like anything special, but there could be big opportunity 
in those segments where it performs well. Accordingly, products can be 
optimized independently for each segment.

VOLUMETRIC FORECASTING 

A key objective of any Choice-Based research is to understand the 
combination of attributes that maximizes a product’s appeal. But, wouldn’t 
it be great if that could be taken a step further to provide a first-year trial 
sales forecast? Like the volumetric forecasts sometimes accompanying 
concept tests (or concept/product tests), Choice-Based research can 
deliver this too, by combining a concept test with the Choice-Based 
exercise in the same questionnaire.  

The concept test portion of the survey includes two concepts: one that 
is expected to have high interest among respondents and one that 
is expected to have low interest. The two concepts could, but do not 
necessarily have to, represent the absolute best and worst possible 
concepts. However, it is important that the concepts represent a wide 
range of expected outcomes as they will essentially become the two 
anchor points for the forecasting model. The researcher selects the 
concepts based on common sense and knowledge about the category.

Using the research results for the two concepts combined with the client’s 
detailed marketing plan information, we can forecast the expected sales for 
each concept. (As is true with any forecast, the more detailed and complete 
the marketing plan, the more accurate the forecast.) Forecasts for both 
concepts are created and since both are part of the Choice-Based exercise, 
we can now estimate the market potential for any other product concept 
combining the features/attributes included in the research. 

Adding a volumetric forecast to your Choice-Based research design 
enables you to:

•  Evaluate the financial viability of potential new and revised  
product offerings

•  Identify the optimal product offering relative to competitive entries

• Develop and refine marketing plans and budgets to meet financial 
goals for these products

• Identify optimal product distribution plans

If you want to get more out of your Choice-Based research projects, 
segmentation and volumetric forecasting are powerful additions. By 
understanding “who will buy” as well as “how much they will buy,” clients 
can take effective steps to optimize product enhancement as well as new 
product introductions.
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Choice-Based research techniques are powerful tools for 
optimizing products and services through better understanding of 
consumer preferences. However, like any advanced technique, it is 
filled with implementation nuances that can have a large effect on 
the outcome of your project.  

Here are some of the tips and tricks we have learned in our many 
years of using Choice-Based research techniques to solve different 
types of challenges for our clients:

1.  Include a base case or current market scenario as part of 
a discrete choice exercise. Very often, we want to simulate 
the appeal of new product configurations relative to what’s 
currently available, rather than in a vacuum. Including  
currently available and competitive product(s) allows for  
this comparison.  

2.  Mind the different shares. It is important that the researcher 
keep in mind that Choice-Based models estimate share of 
preference, which is not the same as market share. Share of 
preference measures consumer preferences when all other 
market conditions are equal (e.g., 100% awareness and 100% 
distribution for all products; comparable # of shelf facings) 
which is not reflective of market conditions. To predict actual 
market share, a volume forecast (see Enhancing Choice-Based 
Research to Make Business Decisions, on page 14) would need 
to be run, or, it can be partially alleviated by…

3.  Mirroring market structure to align more closely with market 
shares. Weight your results to mirror market structure (including 
competitors). Weighting responses using current market 
information allows your simulations to approximate market 
share, which adds face validity to the results. However, keep in 
mind that weighting individual respondents reduces the power 
of the sample, especially if large weights are needed. Weighting 
the data thus becomes a judgment call for the researcher. 

4.  Equalize the number of levels across attributes as closely 
as possible. Research has shown that the attributes with more 
levels tend to have greater importance (as measured by the 
range between the highest and lowest scores). Avoiding this 
mathematical byproduct will improve your overall results.

TIPS AND TRICKS FOR 
BETTER CHOICE-BASED 
RESEARCH 

The Power of  Choice-Based Research
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5.  Minimize respondent burden. If there is a disadvantage to  
Choice-Based research, it is the time and effort demand it places 
on respondents. Some of the approaches we use to reduce this 
burden include: 

•  Begin the survey with a “training exercise” to familiarize 
respondents with the items being measured.

•  Ask questions before the Discrete Choice exercise to shorten 
the list of items included in the exercise thereby reducing the 
number of Choice screens required. These prior tasks can then 
be merged with the Discrete Choice screens when estimating 
the individual level utilities.

•  For numeric attributes (such as price, interest rates, or miles 
per gallon) you may be able to interpolate results for some of 
the mid-level values, decreasing the number of levels needed 
for these attributes.

6.  Show fewer attributes on each screen. When faced with many 
attributes, respondents may become overwhelmed and limit 
their focus to only one or two factors. Alleviate this by using 
a Partial Profile design, which reduces the complexity of the 
decision modeling by showing respondents only a subset of 
attributes on each screen. However, using Partial Profile designs 
have their own trade-offs:
•  With this design, the data is sparser at the individual level. 

To compensate, either each respondent must view more 
decisions or you must increase the sample size.

•  The respondent must maintain an “all else being equal” 
mindset since they will only be evaluating a subset of the 
attributes for any given decision.

•  We don’t recommend using Partial Profile when price is an 
important variable. Since it will not be included in all choice 
sets, its importance could be artificially reduced.

With Choice-Based research, practice may not make perfect, but 
experience and depth of knowledge certainly help in choosing  
the appropriate technique as well as in making sure that technique 
works appropriately to produce accurate and valuable results.  
Advances in Choice-Based research and adjacent analytics are being 
made continuously to further these already powerful and incredibly 
helpful applications. 

Is Choice-Based Analysis right for your research needs?  
To learn more about these techniques, call RTi at 

 203-324-2420
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